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Templates  The following new templates were created during October and are available here: 

 Better Start Initiative Referral 

 Child and Adolescent MH Referral - South  

 Huon Valley Multi-Service Referral Form * 

 Dr Mark Wilson Referral 

 Setac Referral 

 University Psychology Clinic - Child Services Referral  

 Asthma Care Plan for Education or Care Services  
 
 * The Huon Valley Multi-Service Referral Form allows GPs to make referrals to multiple  chronic disease and social 
    support services using one simple form  

 Keeping your template lists in good order is worthwhile housekeeping that will certainly impact on 

 the efficiency of your clinicians. Some suggestions are: 

 Schedule a periodic check of the template list, looking for ones that are duplicated, not  

  working correctly, or superseded. 

 When you import a template include a brief notation at the end of the name, e.g. CAHMS  

  Referral 11/17. This will serve to flag the template as being last updated on this date.   

 When you import a template, adjust the margins so it “looks right” on the page. Doing this 

  once at the beginning saves your clinicians doing it every time that they use the template. 

 Even though some websites remain notoriously awkward to navigate or search quickly, this 

  link will take you to the most recently updated templates at the PHT site, for a quick look at 

  what’s new. 

 Avoid multiple iterations of the same letter template. Sometimes I see individual referral  

  templates for each doctor, or letters that vary only by a subject line. Well designed  

  templates remove the need for this by utilising template fields correctly or incorporating  

  home-made drop down lists etc. In short, don’t have 4 templates when you only need 1. 

 Set up the Practice letterhead in the provided template and ensure all your letter type 

  documents then start with the field <<Miscellaneous:Practice Letterhead>> (MD) or 

  <PracticeLetterhead> (BP). 

 Ensure your clinicians know how to make their own favourites list. Note that in MD these 

  favourites are a copy of the original template and won’t be updated if the original is. 

 Welcome to the November newsletter, keep reading for the answer or workaround to a current  

Medical Director issue and details of a good MyHR enhancement. 
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November 2017 — Newsbrief 

 Here are the latest updates additions and changes to the published list of e-referrable specialists. 

 New  

 Dr Mark Wilson  Gastroenterology (ex drgastro)    mwgastro  

eReferral 

http://www.pracsavvy.com.au/templates.html
https://www.primaryhealthtas.com.au/templates/new
http://www.pracsavvy.com.au
http://www.pracsavvy.com.au/Specialists_HL_Individual.pdf
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MD 
 This last fortnight or so, thanks to some diligent information gathering and co-operation by an  
Eastern Shore Drs GP, I was able to identify a problem that I had only occasionally heard about anecdotally.   

 As we know, specialists are increasingly sending correspondence through electronically, which has 
great advantages in terms of cost and efficiency. However to do this, we are using a mechanism that was 
designed with investigation results in mind, rather than letters. So there will sometimes be glitches. 

 In this instance we established that a high proportion of Specialist letters and a small proportion of 
DEM Presentation messages, have a blank “Date Collected” value in the Message Header. (Note that the 
Message Header is created by the software being used, and is not something the sender can really change) 

The problem is, in the Patient record, under the Documents Tab, MD uses the Date Collected as the default 
sort order, so in a nutshell: 

 A blank Date Collected field, will result in the document being sorted in the earliest position on the 
list, rather than where chronologically appropriate. 

 This may even explain some “lost document” type situations. What is also interesting, is that  
selecting one of these documents and clicking on Document Details, will actually show a Date Collected of 
1/1/1753 ! 

This date is actually the earliest allowable date in the Microsoft database engine that underpins MD, and for 
those of a historical/trivial mindset was the start of the first full year using the Gregorian Calendar in Britain!  

 There is an easy workaround for this though, and it involves setting the Date Created column in the 
Document tab as the field that you sort by. The Date Created reflects the date that the document was  
added to MD. Simply click and drag the Date Created column to the first position in the Documents tab, and 
then click on it once to sort the documents in chronological order.  

  

This solution is enabled by the fact that you can drag columns to any position you want, click on the column 
you want sorted, and MD will remember your choices until you change them. As we can see above, our 
blank Date Collected fields are no longer a problem as Date Created has become our key date. 

But wait there’s more ! The layout above helps us deal with the annoying MD behaviour of putting RSD-etc 
in the subject field. Some GPs manually edit this, but having the Sender/Provider column in this early  
position, means that the sending Specialist name will be prominent and thus the nature of the document 
will be evident. If you really want to de-clutter your view, right-click on the column heading and select  
Show/Hide columns to do just that. 

 If you want things to stay really neat, you can fix your missing dates, by just right-clicking on an 
offending message and selecting Document Details, where you can change the date to something other than 
the displayed 1/1/1753. 

 Hopefully this article as well as illustrating an effective workaround, will remind you that your  
document views in MD are completely customisable to your preference. You can manipulate the  
Documents/Letters/Results/Correspondence tabs in the Patient Record, as well as the Holding File and  
Actioned Items screens. All choices will only affect your login. 

  

http://www.pracsavvy.com.au
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MyHR  You may or may not have noticed that the MyHr has recently incorporated a feature concerning a  

patient’s medications. This takes the form of a new document view called the Medicines Information view. 

This view assembles medication information from different parts of the MyHR and displays it all in summary 

form in chronological or alphabetical order.  

 

  

As mentioned the information is gathered from several sources in the MyHR, namely: 

 the patient’s most recent (and up to two years’) Prescription and Dispense records and other 

 PBS claims information 

 the patient’s most recent Shared Health Summary and Discharge Summary 

 recent Event summaries, Specialist Letters and e-Referral Notes uploaded to the patient’s record 

 since their latest Shared Health Summary, and 

 the patient’s Personal Health Summary that may include any Allergies or Adverse Reactions and 

 other key information 

 This gives the clinician the ability to compare notes between the MyHr and the local record, and make 

any appropriate adjustments. It’s again easy to see how information gathered and presented in this form 

would be invaluable to clinicians seeing a patient for the first time in a General Practice, Hospital or after-

hours setting. 
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Web  A couple of websites that you might find useful  include the recently launched Head to Health site. 

Aimed at patients and their families and carers, this really well put together collection of mental health  

resources and links is well worth bookmarking.  

On a more local note the front page of the Tasmanian Health Pathways site has had an overdue makeover, 

with some genuinely useful functionality added, as well as better highlighting of recent updates. It’s  

definitely worth a revisit if you haven’t been there for a while.  

http://www.pracsavvy.com.au
https://headtohealth.gov.au/
https://tasmania.healthpathways.org.au/index.htm
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 In the last issue we mentioned that Best Practice includes some modules under the Enhanced Primary 
Care menu that can assist with Health Assessments and Care Plan activities. These modules provide an  
alternative to the word processing templates that are often used.  

 One of the advantages of doing Care Plans or Team Care in this modular way, is that you can create 
templates for the different plan types, and load them when required. The difference in this case is that the 
templates don’t really affect the appearance of the final document, but give you a way to create disease 
specific templates, populated with the appropriate goals and tasks and the providers that will generally  
assist with the various tasks.  

 To create a Care Plan template, from the fromt screen in BP, go to Setup..Configuration..Care Plans.  
(If  you can’t see these menu options talk to your practice manager about modifying your user permissions)  

 The initial screen you see, gives you the ability to create extra goals and tasks, but what we are inter-
ested in here is accessed by clicking the Setup Care Plan templates button. After you have clicked this 
button, click the Add button and you will see an “empty” version of the screen depicted below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The above is a very approximate example of a Care Plan. The main thing to note is that you can 
preload all the goals and tasks that may theoretically be required for the plan, as well as appropriate  
providers from the address book if it is a Team Care Plan. After you have saved the template, it will be  
available from the Care Plan section of Enhanced Primary Care, by clicking Add and then the Template 
button.  

 Once the template is loaded, you can very easily delete any unnecessary goals and tasks, by selecting 
and hitting the Delete key. You will need to change the default Date Due for the various tasks, this is done by 
double-clicking on the task and editing it, including changing the provider if you need to. If you need to add 
extra goals or tasks that were not included in the template, simply use the appropriately labelled buttons on 
the right hand side of the module.  

 Another nice thing about the module is that when you print a Team Care Plan, you can specify which 
of the other providers needs a copy. The required Medicare referral form is also printed by default. 
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 A couple of tidbits that are outside my usual brief, but this one in particular, well worth a read if you 

have children or teenagers or are treating them. Have Smartphones destroyed a Generation ? 

 There is still sometimes angst over what documents need to be physically signed. The following is a 

good indicator of how things are changing. Unsent SMS counts as last will and Testament! 

Bits 

http://www.pracsavvy.com.au
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/09/has-the-smartphone-destroyed-a-generation/534198/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-09/unsent-text-on-mobile-counts-as-a-will,-queensland-court-finds/9031470

